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An impossible choiceâ€¦love or family loyalty.Book I of a brand new series from Anna Markland, The

Von Wolfenberg Dynasty.Sophia falls in love with a guest at her brotherâ€™s wedding, but he is an

envoy sent by her fatherâ€™s enemies. Brandt intends to return home as soon as his unwelcome

obligation to attend the wedding is fulfilled. It quickly becomes apparent heâ€™ll be lucky to leave

the celebrations alive.
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In this time of uneasy peace, the last thing Brandt Rodermark wants is to act as his overlord's

envoy. The wedding he must attend is for the son of a very important diplomat. Brandt must

represent his Franconian overlords while the Saxons that they were, just a short time ago at war

with attend as well. With so many rulers in attendance it will be a very tense time.Sophia Von

Wolfenberg is the sister of the groom, and the bride is her very best friend. When it is realised that

one side has sent an envoy instead of attending themselves it rufflesthe delicate balance of peace.

Sophia's father must work hard to protect everyone in attendance at the festivities.Once again our

wonderful author breathes life into history. Keeping the reader involved in the exciting lives and



loves of our heroes. Our heroine is an intelligent ,bold young woman who has been brought up in a

loving family. Our hero has more than his share of troubles and responsibilities, especially when the

threat of war once more hangs over everyone.Although this is part of a series you can easily read it

as a stand alone. (It will tempt you to read the other books) .I look forward to the next book in the

series, but I also want to know more about the lives of this books' protagonists.

The Von Wolfenberg Dynasty is Anna Markland's New Series. This author did an exceptional job

with this. I have read her other series of the Montbryce and FitzRam families and the Von

Wolfenberg's are linked to the FitzRam's. Therefore, it was great to revisit some of those

characters.This is Sophia Von Wolfenberg and Brandt Rodermark's story. Sophia is the daughter of

Dieter Von Wolfenberg (who is now somewhat of a diplomatic figure) and Blythe FitzRam. Brandt

Rodermark has been sent into enemy territory to attend a wedding as a representative by his

Prince, who wants it to be seen as an insult really. For Brandt is only a duke. Brandt was to have

signed his betrothal agreement within days, but instead is sent to the wedding.Spohia is thrilled that

her older brother is getting married finally to her best friend. She has three brothers and she is the

only daughter. She is at the age for marriage now and thankfully her mother has given her the

education as to how to keep a marriage fulfilled. All of the FitzRam woman have passed the

knowledge around to their daughters. She is very bright.Everyone in the household has been

informed of the incoming envoy and that peace must be maintained.When Brandt and Sophia see

each other sparks fly, buy each is Leary of the other.This is really a wonderful love story. It is Book 1

in the series and I look forward to the next one in this series. I congratulate the author for a story

well done!

Loyal Heart by Anna Markland is #1 in her new an exciting series, "The Von Wolfenberg Dynasty". A

prequel to her new series, The Von Wolfenberg Dynasty!A Medieval Romance pertaining to

Medieval Germany. It is Sophia Von Wolfenberg and Brandt Rodermark's story. An envoy and a

powerful diplomats'daughter. Can live find a place between family loyalty and duty?Well written with

a uniqueness, excitement and intriguing storyline. A sweet romantic story that will have readers

transfixed to the pages of this Medieval adventure.With obstacles, a hostile world tittering on war

between Germany and Italy,danger, mystery, and Brandlt's possible betrothal to another, Can Anna

and Brandt find their HEA?While, not a cliffhanger, does leave a few unanswered questions. Will

war bring Anna her beloved, her brothers, and her father back safe and sound, or will she never see

one or all of them again? Fans of Medieval Romance, Germany history, passion, diplomatic



mission, struggle, and romance will enjoy "Loyal Heart". What an exciting and usual read! An

enjoyable and satisfying read! Simply delightful! I look forward to Book 2, Lute's story, "Courgeous

Heart", coming soon.Received for an honest review from the author.Rating: 4Heat rating:

MildReviewed by: AprilR

This is a wonderful story about family values and the power of love. The main characters, Brandt

and Sophia, are truly refreshing. They are two young, beautiful people who fall in love at first sight.

Brandt is in awe with Sophia's family. They are truly a united and loving family. Brandt's and

Sophia's love story is very sweet. Cannot wait for Lute's story and to find out what happens in the

war.

This book just did not do it for me personally. I was so happy to get to the end I started skipping

pages. It just was not my kind of story. The hero and heroine were lukewarm and I have no wish to

read more of this series. I am a highlander reader, they breed a certain kind of excitement that you

cannot find in other heroes.

I was enjoying the book and even though it was Book 1, I did think there would be an ending of

some kind or referenced in Book2. Well I was wrong, SPOILER. SPOILER. SPOILER !!!! The men

were marching off to war, zip zip the end. Book 2 is about her brother an his woman, which I won't

read because I like books with endings and books that actually take the time to add an epilogue are

my very favorite because to me it completes the book, doesn't leave you saying " That's it, that's the

best they can do", sorry it ruined it for me. I will stay with my preferred authors. Sorry, but this is my

honest review, I like endings.
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